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Dear Premier Newman;
Please have QPS / PESC Asst. Comm. Peter Martin confirm Prof./Dr. Pathè's
new evidence and her forensic report to understand the structure of our case for
this QLS / ACCC style, BCC / QPS directed EPA Sect. 32 reform!

WARNING
Court abandonment!

Premier
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Staff education & training

TODAY WE LIVE IN FEAR OF
'ABUSE OF PUBLIC OFFICE' AND
'OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE'.
This is after four fraudulent attempts
by the now abandoned
‘Police Risk Management Dept',
to give my
Manager Gary Armstrong
and myself a fraudulent criminal record.

Ministers McArdle & Powell
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to train staff on EPA Sect. 32
A flood sabotage scam!

Our latest fear is abuse of the Mental Health Act!
1. Refer Dr. Pathè's work in progress, enforced by Justice Mackenzie's and White's mediation and
disclosure orders, also known as discovery because Chief Justice Paul de Jersey gagged the
above Crown evidence. Refer Davida Williams' court dismissal transcripts from the Bar and
reduced prison sentence as proof for only a small fraction of her crimes. To prevent or censor this
detail is proof how corruption prevents the truth from becoming common knowledge.
b/ The 'whistleblower's' court Registrars explained the need for sponsors to stand up and be
counted.
For example, Dr. Pathè's declaration and promise in Feb 2014 “I will not abandon you.”
Refer her letter 4th April 2014:
Dear John
“I write to you to further clarify my position. I want to be absolutely clear that I do believe these events are
real. As much as we should all expect justice in these circumstances, it is a sad fact of life, that justice is
not always possible, despite the aggrieved person's strongest efforts. I can provide you with a number of
examples where people have rightly expected justice but the system has failed them, but I know you don't
see it this way.”
Email 2nd May 2014:
“I just wanted to make you aware that although you are not committing any crime by continuing to
circulate your bulletins to Politician's offices, they cannot understand them and they are becoming
irritated by them. You run the risk, by persisting in sending them, of a further mental health assessment. I
cannot prevent this happening if you continue to draw attention to your mental state in this way.”
This means the threat of 16 days locked up behind steel bars, being forced to take harmful medication
when I suffer with heart atrial fibrillation, just to prove I am sane and suitable as a Crown witness.
th

Reply Email 8 May 2014:
“Thank you for the recent email advising that Politicians cannot understand the contents of our bulletins.
Please forward a list of those persons, so that we can communicate with them, to better help them
understand, as it does appear they are taking some interest by trying to understand what is enclosed.”
No reply has been received at this time.
2. a/ Note: In this case, the importance of the court transcripts. We act under ignored Supreme
Court mediation and disclosure orders to gain the necessary resolution. In brief, we live in fear
that due to the lack of training for Ministers and their staff in superfund theft due to racketeering,
corruption, intimidation, extortion, violence, QDPP / bank insider trading, CBA confirmed
liability to act as 'big brother' to the 'Site Solutions protection racket', the 'shareholder
home mortgage loan scam', the ACCC / LBB of scams; pg16 as an illegal bikie style nunchucker attack with an unapproved CBA invoice for $47,692 used as an extortion demand. This
package was used to trick Police Asst. Comm. Pat Doonan down as proved in the attached
photo where Doonan apologised for his 'abuse of public office' excuse ordered by then Police
Comm. Bob Atkinson before Doonan resigned.
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Spence, Atkinson, Doonan
apologise for ATO / CBA scam

b/ Atkinson explained, because of Doonan's prior excellent record no further action would be
taken.
This had the obvious effect of a complete cover up of all associated crimes in this case.***
3. These crimes started with Criminal Code 391, 399, 200 & 205 due in part to the smart Area
Comm. John Hopgood's action to give me CIB Det. Mark Hughes to expose the detail where
Davida acted as a MOB Barrister who was able to trick cheat and deceive Doonan's Staff Officer
Insp. Ray Loader, CIB now Det. Insp. Trevor Kidd, then Fraud Squad Det. Sgt. Heath and then
Chief of Staff Supt. Peter Martin down. Atkinson advised that the QPS should take notice of the
QLS Law Reform findings that out of 14 cases of interest, ours was the best case for law
reform, known as the 'Law of Abandonment'.
4. The CBA's first mistake was to try and cover up their first loan mistake where they admitted
liability by paying $25,000 and sacking their Loans / Relationship Manager James Pitman.
nd
This was compounded by their 2 mistake where Credit Manager Grahame Ledwidge
directed to “Rip up the sales contracts”. Therefore Army Colonel/Judge Pat Shanahan
confirmed that Ledwidge should have said “To redraft the sales contract, have the new
contracts signed and them rip up the old contracts”. This led to the loss of our superfund
profit and the loss to the Crown via the ATO of an estimated $460,311.
The 3rd mistake Chris Watts Snr. Credit Manager for the CBA denied liability when in fact he had
no choice but to amend the proven faulty loan agreement, hidden by Davida's confessed fraud
to deceive the 14 Judges involved in this case by destroying the last known copy from our legal
file. This is known as C.C. Sect. 399 but has never been written into law as it should be as the
destruction of Crown evidence, or as Judge Shanahan put it 'The law of abandonment' to
complete the set of Association Accession & Abandonment, as per the 3 step Arbitration
procedure recommended by Justice Byrne with a 5yr jail sentence warning as the penalty,
quote “If you are not telling the truth”.
5. All you need to understand is the facts that Chris Watts by his own actions to amend the loan
agreement is known as self entrapment. (TBC) This was described by Psychiatrist Dr.
Hudson-Jessop and her team as, quote “Shit happens”. To mean, this is part of a billion dollar
Racketeering Influenced Corrupt Organisation Act, known internationally as the RICO Act.
6. a/ As further proof, Chris Watts refused to attend the official mediation held in the CBA office, but
other Crown 'whistleblowers' were present at the meeting and have come forward to act as
'whistleblowers'. My cousin Mark Bishop, also a HEHS superfund victim advised me, quote
“To always hold something back in reserve”. So we followed his advice.
b/ It's no wonder at least 50% of the QPS / DPP and Minister's staff are confused and press the
panic button to call for Police assistance.
It's obvious as Prof. Pathè has confirmed she is the only Crown official with the professional
training to aid the 50% of Police who are on top on this case.
There are more caring and humane public servants than you realise.
After all, who wants to lose their superfund?
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7. As proof, we have both key CBA and QPS management who have come forward as
'whistleblowers'. We have a chain of Police who tried their best to help, so consider the need
for the QPS to learn from their fraudulent Risk Management mistakes.
Just a few key examples: (i) Area Com. Pettinger's quote “This is a civil matter outside the
control of the Queensland Police”. This is obvious stupidity.*** To mean, to pay proven
300% for extras to pay for what is known in the building / construction / racketeering industry as
a self funded crime. (ii) How could you be so stupid, to ignore this 'Site Solutions protection
racket'. This racket was first explained by our Head Contractor Wilson's first 3 Solicitors, who
lived in fear of the QLS that threatened a 5yr jail term. The QLS warned all Solicitors, “You must
first defend the law”. This should have exposed the crime cartel led by Wilson, Jones,
Henwood and Williams as known criminals by the law of association, who used bikie standover
tactics under the control of Ledwidge for the CBA by the 'law of accession'. The BCC and QPS
Wynnum provided the EPA Sect.32 paperwork to expose the flooding that sabotaged our
project to help delay completion to become fraudulent creditors to make an expected $4.4m
profit to pay the kickbacks and bribes. Newman's 'crime prevention program' must therefore
prevent this crime cartel from continuing this 'Site Solutions protection racket' unimpeded.
8. Let's go back to the original CIB Det. Snr. Sgt. Leigh Gowrie who was in charge of this case. His
quote “Time and patience will solve this case”. This is known to me, a prison reform
consultant, as natural or holistic justice to leave no stone unturned.
9. Pathè explained the obvious “They (the crime cartel) do not want you to win.” Therefore, the
obvious question; what is the crime cartel's motive? What would you do for $4.4m profit? This is
only a BCC / QPS model test case where we self liquidated Badja Pty Ltd, over a $10,000 EPA
Sect. 32 sabotage scam to prove guilt to Court of Appeal (law reform) Justice John Muir, who
failed to act on his own question. To mean, why would you self liquidate a $4.4m project for
$10,000? Working in research and development, in the area of simulation, my understanding is,
this is an obvious BCC / QPS directed test case. To further explain: what was CIB Det. Mark
Hughes' professional conclusion, where Police Admin under the direction of Hopgood's 2-IC
Insp. Les Hopkins directed an official CMC investigation?
After more than 10yrs, no result.
Why?
Dr. Ken Levy for the Community Cabinet led QDPP / CMC investigation used the excuse, quote
“Too many people are telling me what to do.”
10. The gagged debate of a panel, led by Chief Justice Paul de Jersey, Justice Chesterman and
McPherson prevented this Crown evidence from being exposed.
Why?
This is also known as illegal censorship; for you to hear what the crime cartel want you to hear.
A Police Asst. Comm. being associated with this case volunteered to act as a 'whistleblower',
his findings were for Premier Newman to enforce the 'Judicial Review Act'. Our case proves
corruption is real. What chance does a joint CBA customer and self funded superannuation
Director and victim have to protect their workers and families life savings from the confessed
self greed of the Commonwealth Bank? Bank customers' protection / ACCC fair trading policies
and Community Cabinet findings must be acted on to return this stolen money, at all cost. Hence
our first step to volunteer this $1m Police requested budget. Justice Minister Jarrod Bleijie must
now enforce this law reform, to have Dr. Pathè explain to Chief Justice Paul de Jersey direct, the
need to support the QLS / ACCC / QPS Criminal Code Sect. 399, for the 'Law of
Abandonment', to help introduce the

INTERNATIONAL RICO ACT INTO QUEENSLAND LAW.

FOR NEWMAN TO GAIN
To

make

it

JUSTICE FOR ALL.

legal

Signed John Bright

TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.
CRIME PREVENTION IS THE SOLUTION

Email:
brights@live.com.au
Website:
www.all-fraud.net

